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Abstract—Motivated by the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) principle, we first derive an expression for the entropy
of a neural network which measures its complexity explicitly in
terms of its bit-size. Then, we formalize the problem of neural
network compression as an entropy-constrained optimization objective. This objective generalizes many of the currently proposed
compression techniques in the literature, in that pruning or
reducing the cardinality of the weight elements can be seen as
special cases of entropy reduction methods. Furthermore, we
derive a continuous relaxation of the objective, which allows us to
minimize it using gradient-based optimization techniques. Finally,
we show that we can reach compression results, which are
competitive with those obtained using state-of-the-art techniques,
on different network architectures and data sets, e.g. achieving
×71 compression gains on a VGG-like architecture.
Index Terms—Neural network compression, entropy minimization, pruning, cardinality reduction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is well established that deep neural networks excel
on a wide range of machine learning tasks [1]. However,
common training practices require to equip neural networks
with millions of parameters in order to attain good generalisation performances. This often results in great storage
requirements for representing the networks (in the order of
hundreds of MB), which greatly difficults (or even prohibits)
their deployment into resource constrained devices and their
transmission in restricted communication channels. Moreover,
several recent works [2] have shown that most deep networks
are overparametrized for the given task and that they have
the capacity to memorize entire data sets [3]. This motivates
the use of regularizers that penalize the networks complexity,
lowering the risk of overfitting and thus, favour models that
generalize well.
Compression, that is, lowering the amount of information
required to uniquely reconstruct the networks parameters,
is a very natural way to limit the networks complexity.
Indeed, the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle

states that if two or more models achieve same prediction
performance, then, one should always choose the model that
requires the least amount of bits to describe it [4], [5].
Moreover, compression also offers direct practical advantages.
Networks with small memory footprint do not only require
lower communication costs (which is of utmost importance in,
e.g., federated learning [6]–[8]), but can also perform inference
requiring significantly less time and energy resources [2].
Furthermore, we know from the source coding literature
[9]–[11] that the entropy of a probabilistic source measures
the minimum average bit-length needed in order to represent
the data generated by that source in a lossless manner. In
addition, recent work have focused on designing efficient
data structures that exploit the fact that the network has low
entropy1 , achieving lower memory, time and energy footprint
for performing inference [12]–[15]. Hence, due to theoretical
as well as practical reasons, it appears only natural to measure
the bit-size of neural networks in terms of their entropy and
to constrain their training explicitly by it.
Hence, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

We formulate the task of neural network compression
under an entropy-constrained optimization objective. The
derived entropy term explicitly measures the minimum
average bit-size required for representing the weight elements, generalizing many of the compression techniques
proposed so far in the literature.
We derive a continuous relaxation of the entropyconstrained objective, which allows to minimize it using
gradient-based optimization techniques. We conjecture
that the continuous objective upper bounds the desired
discrete one, and provide experimental evidence for it.
Our experimental results show that we can highly compress different types of neural network architectures while

1 The entropy is measured relative to the empirical probability mass distribution of the weight elements.

minimally impacting their accuracy.
II. T HE MDL PRINCIPLE AS A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR
DEEP NEURAL NETWORK COMPRESSION

We start by formalising the general learning problem under
the MDL principle, since the objective of model compression
arises naturally under this paradigm.
Assume a supervised learning setting where given a particular data set, DN = {(xi , yi )|xi ∈ X , yi ∈ Y, i ∈ {1, ..., N =
|X | = |Y|}}, we want to learn to predict the elements yi
of the output (or label) set Y from the elements xi of the
input set X . The MDL principle equates the task of “learning”
with the task of compression. That is, the more regularities
we find in the data, the more we can use these to compress
it and ultimately, generalize better to unseen data that entail
the same regularities. Therefore, the above supervised learning
goal can be restated as to find the compression algorithm that
compresses the most the set of labels Y given the input set
X.
Due to the fundamental correspondence between probability
distributions and bit-lengths [5], we can precisely formalize
this idea. Namely, let W = {p(Y|X , W )|W ∈ Rn , n ∈ N}
be a set of parametric conditional probability distributions
over the label set Y, where we denote as W ≡ p(Y|X , W )
a particular model or point hypothesis in W (e.g., a trained
neural network). Then, one possible way to encode the labels
Y is by using a so called two-part code. That is, we first
describe a particular point hypothesis W in W using LW (W )
bits and then optimally encode its prediction errors using
L(Y|X , W ) = − log2 p(Y|X , W ) bits. Hence, the MDL
principle states that we should find,
W ∗ = min
W

− log2 p(Y|X , W )
{z
}
|

encoding prediction error

+α

LW (W )
| {z }

(1)

encoding model

where 0 < α ∈ R.
Notice, that (1) aims to minimize the prediction errors of the
model and the explicit bit-length of the model. Therefore, the
MDL principle is a natural framework for the task of neural
network compression. Now we need to define a description or
code that assigns an unique bit-string to each model W .
Firstly, we consider the entire set of discrete neural networks
W with a particular and fixed topology. That is, all considered
neural networks have same topology which does not change
over time, and their weight element values are restricted to be
elements from a finite set of real numbers. Thus, wi denotes
the i-th weight element of the neural network, which can take
one of K possible values, i.e., ωi ∈ Ω = {ω0 , ..., ωK−1 }. We
furthermore assume that the network has n parameters, i.e.,
i ∈ {1, ..., n}. Whilst this definition may seem a considerable
constraint at first sight, notice that W entails all neural
networks that are representable by any digital device2 . Moreover, focusing on networks with fixed topology is reasonable
because: 1) storing the particular topology should be negligible
compared to storing the weight values and 2) in many practical
2 Assuming

a sufficiently large K.

settings one aims to compress a network parameters with an
already given topology (e.g. communication scenario).
Secondly, we assume that the decoder3 has no prior knowledge regarding the correlations between the input and output
set. Consequently, it can neither make any reasonable a priori
assumptions regarding the correlations between the weight
element values of the neural network. This scenario is very
common in most real world cases. For instance, most digital
processor units implicitly make such assumption by not prioritising any particular network configuration. Moreover, this
is also a common assumption in machine learning problems.
Thus, the only reasonable prior over the weight elements
is an n-long discrete independent random process. That is,
let PΩ = {p0 , ..., pK−1 } be a particular probability mass
distribution (PMD) over the finite set Ω. Then, we model
the joint probability distribution
as P (W ) = P (w1 =
Qn
ωk1 , ..., wn = ωkn ) =
p
,
where
pki ∈ PΩ is the
i ki
probability of the i-th weight element outputting the value
ωki ∈ Ω. Hence, the respective
Pnbit-length can be defined
as LW (W ) = − log2 P (W ) = i − log2 pki . However, the
resulting code depends on the choice of the PMD, which we
do not know a priori.
A reasonable choice of PMD in this case would be to
assume an uniform prior over Ω, i.e., pk = 1/K. However,
it assigns a bit-string of constant size to each weight element
and consequently to each model W . Concretely, LW (W ) =
n log2 K, and if K = 232 we obtain the amount of bits needed
to store the network if we store each weight element in, e.g.,
its respective single precision floating point representation. In
this case, the minimization (1) becomes the standard maximum
likelihood estimation objective and consequently no model
compression is performed in the process.
However, we can design more suitable codes for the case
of deep neural networks. Namely, for each particular neural
network, W , we could first estimate the probability distributions of its weight values and subsequently use these estimates
in the compression process. This may work well since the
number of parameters in most state-of-the-art deep neural
network models is typically n = O(107 ) and therefore, we
can expect the estimation to be a good approximation of the
real distribution.
A. Universal coding of discrete deep neural networks
Hence, we propose to first calculate the maximum likelihood
estimate of the PMD of W , and then optimally encode the
element values of W relative to it. Such coding techniques
belong to the subject of universal coding and their properties
are well studied in the literature [4], [5], [16], [17]. Concretely,
from [5] we know that if we apply an universal two-part code
for the task probability density estimation by using histograms,
the respective regret (or maximum redundancy) per data point
decreases sublinearly as the number of data points increases.
That is, the maximum redundancy of the code decreases at a
3 The entity which is able to recover back the label set Y from its
compressed bitstream representation.
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redundant terms that result from having to send the estimates.
Hence, since the bit-length of the estimation L(µ) and L(Ω)
is constant, the MDL principle states that we aim to find the
neural network that minimizes the objective
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Fig. 1: The task of compression is analogous to the task of
communication, which is depicted in this figure. Alice wants
to send to Bob a particular output set Y. Assume that Alice
and Bob have previously agreed on the input set X and a
particular neural network topology. Then, Alice will send Y
performing three steps: 1) She trains a particular network
model p(Y|X , W ) ≡ W , encodes the unique elements Ω =
{3.2, 1.9, 0.7} (blue, green, red) that appear in the network
using an uniform code, along with their maximum likelihood
estimate of their probability mass distribution µ = (3, 3, 2),
and sends these to Bob. 2) She encodes the weight values
using an entropy-coder with regards to µ and sends them to
Bob. Since Bob also knows µ and Ω, he can uniquely recover
the weight values. 3) Alice encodes the prediction errors of
W using − log2 p(Y|X , W ) bits and sends these to Bob. With
that, Bob can uniquely reconstruct the output set Y.
rate of order O( logn2 n ), n being the number of data points.
This means that we can expect the regret to be almost 0 if
we apply such code to the weights of deep neural networks,
and consequently, the empirical PMD is almost identical to
the actual PMD that generated the weight values (assuming
that such a distribution actually generated the weight values).
Hence, we propose the following coding scheme: Let µ =
{p̂0 , ..., p̂K−1 } denote the empirical probability mass distribution (EPMD) of the elements Ω in W , thus, p̂k = #(ωk )/n
where #(·) denotes the counting operator. Then, we
1) calculate µ and encode its elements along with Ω using
an uniform code, and
P
2) compress each wi using − log2 k I(i = k)µk bits
respectively.
Here, I(i = k) denotes the indicator function, being 1 if wi =
ωk , and 0 otherwise. Fig. 1 sketches this coding scheme.
Thus, the resulting bit-length of a particular neural network
model W can be written as,
LW (W ) = L(IW ) + L(µ) + L(Ω)
(2)
Pn
P
where L(IW ) =
i=1 − log2
k I(i = k)µk , L(µ) =
K log2 n, and L(Ω) = Kb with b being the bit-precision used
to represent the elements in Ω.
B. Entropy-constrained minimization objective
P
Notice, that L(IW ) = n k −µk log2 µk = nH(µ), with
H(µ) being the entropy of the EPMD µ. Thus, (2) states
that the bit-length of each weight element wi is equal to
its minimum average bit-length relative to µ, plus additional

As a side note, we want to mention that most common
lossless entropy coders encode the outputs of an independent
random process in the same manner as described above.
Thus, the above description of the neural network explicitly
expresses the amount of bits required to store its weight
elements if we would apply, e.g. the Huffman code or an
arithmetic coder for encoding its elements [11].
III. T RAINING OF DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS UNDER AN
ENTROPY- CONSTRAINED OBJECTIVE
We would now like to apply gradient-based optimization
techniques to minimize (3), since they are scalable to large and
deep networks and have shown capable in finding good local
minima that generalize well [1], [18]. However, the minimization objective stated in (3) is non-differentiable. Therefore, in
the following sections, we firstly derive a continuous relaxation of (3), and subsequently reformulate it as a variational
minimization objective. Then, we will conjecture that, under
certain conditions, the variational objective upper bounds the
discrete one.
A. Continuous relaxation
Notice that the only reason (3) is non-differentiable is due
to the indicator operator implicitly entailed in it. Hence, we
propose to smooth it by a continuous parametric probability
distribution. Namely,
(
1, if wi = ωk
I(i = k) =
0, else
X
cont. relax.
−−−−−−→ Pi ={P (i = k|θik )|
P (i = k|θik ) = 1} (4)
k

with P (i = k|θik ) = Pik being the probability that the weight
element wi takes the discrete value ωk , parametrized by θik .
Thus, the continuous relaxation now models an entire set of
discrete neural networks, whose probability of being sampled
Qn
is specified by the joint probability distribution Pθ = i Pi .
Subsequently, we naturally replace each estimate µk of the
PMD, and thus the entropy, by
1X
1X
cont. relax.
I(i = k) −−−−−−→ Pk =
Pik
µk =
n i
n i
X
X
H(µ) =
−µk log2 µk →
− H(P ) =
−Pk log2 Pk (5)
k

k

and reformulate (3) as the following variational minimization
objective
θ∗ = min EPθ [− log2 p(Y|X , W ∼ Pθ )] + αnH(P )
θ

(6)

Algorithm 1 Forward pass sampling from a discrete probability distribution of the layers’ weight tensor.
procedure F ORWARDPASS(a)
. per layer
Calculate the mean weight tensor, νW , and its respec2
tive variance, σW
.
3:
Forward pass layers’ mean, νz , and standard deviation,
σz , as specified in (7) and (8).
4:
Sample a tensor  ∼ N (0, 1) with the same dimension
as the preactivation layers.
5:
Calculate the preactivation values as Z = νz + σz 
. denotes the Hadamard product.
1:

1

2

3

2:

Thus, we now aim to minimize the averaged prediction error
of the network, as taken relative to our model Pθ , constrained
by the respective relaxation of the entropy (5).
However, we can still not apply gradient-based optimization
techniques in order to minimize (6) as calculating the mean
of the log-likelihood is infeasible for deep neural networks.
B. Training neural networks under the entropy-constrained
variational objective
Hence, in order to train the network under the objective
(6) we apply similar scalable approximation techniques as
proposed by the bayesian neural networks literature [19]–[22].
Concretely, we approximate the mean of the log-likelihood
by an unbiased Monte-Carlo estimator and sample from the
preactivation values of the network, whose sufficient statistics
depend on the mean and variances of the weights and input
activations of the respective layer. That is, each preactivation
value is now modeled as Z = νz + σz N (0, 1), where
νz = νW · a
(7)
q
2 · a2
(8)
σz = σW
P
P
and (νW )i = k ωk Pik , (σW )2i = k ωk2 Pik − (νW )i are the
mean and variances of the weights of the respective layer, and
a are the activation values of the previous layer.
From a source coding point of view this procedure simulates
a stochastic quantization scheme of the weights relative to
the joint probability model Pθ , which can be expressed as
Gaussian noise in the preactivation layers due to the central
limit theorem. The respective pseudocode can be seen in
algorithm 1. Notice, that now (6) is differentiable with respect
to the parameters θ and discrete values Ω.
After training, we then select the most likely point hypothesis as our discrete model. Henceforth, we will refer to this
operation as the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) quantization
step, and denote it as W ∗ = q(θ∗ ). If all Pik are defined in
terms of a radial function relative to a continuous parameter θi
and ωk , then the MAP quantization corresponds to a nearestneighbor quantization scheme of the parameter θi relative to
the discrete set Ω (as depicted in Fig. 2).
C. Relation between the variational and discrete objectives
The motivation behind minimizing (6) is not restricted to
the scalability property. We conjecture that it upper bounds the

-0.4

-0.2

0.3

0

0.6

Fig. 2: Quantization of the weight values corresponds to
the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) operator applied to their
parametric discrete probability distribution. In our experiments
we parametrized the probability distributions using Gaussian
kernels, whose MAP operator is equivalent to a nearestneighbor quantization scheme, as depicted in the above diagram. For instance, all continuous weight element values
(green triangles) that lie in region 1 will be quantized to the
maximum probable value of that region, namely the value
ω1 = −0.4 (red dot). Analogously for the regions 2 and 3. For
constant variance, the decision thresholds (red lines) lie exactly
in the middle between two elements of Ω = {−0.4, 0, 0.6}.
loss value (3) of the MAP point hypothesis W ∗ for sufficiently
small loss values.
Conjecture 1: Let θQ∗ be the parameters of the joint proban
bility model Pθ∗ = i Pi which minimizes the variational
objective (6), where each Pi is defined as in (4). Then,
if its variational loss value is sufficiently small, it upper
bounds the loss value of the respective MAP point hypothesis
W ∗ = q(θ∗ ). That is, there exist a 0 <  ∈ R, where
L(Pθ∗ ) = EPθ∗ [− log2 p(Y|X , W ∼ Pθ∗ )] + αnH(P (θ∗ ))

> L(W ∗ ) = − log2 p(Y|X , W ∗ ) + αnH(µ∗ )

(9)

with high probability, if L(Pθ∗ ) < . µ∗ refers to the EPMD
of the point hypothesis W ∗ .
Although we do not provide a rigorous proof of conjecture
1, in the following we give a proof idea in order to support
the claim.
var(Pθ )→0

Proof idea: Firstly, notice that Pθ −−−−−−→ µ. That is, the
PMD of the continuous relaxation Pθ converges to the EPMD
µ of the MAP point hypothesis in the limit of zero variance.
Consequently, we argue that the entropy of the EPMD H(µ)
is always smaller or equal to the entropy of its continuous
relaxation H(P ) (as defined in (5)),
H(P ) ≥ H(µ).
The intuition behind the above inequality is that we can reduce
the entropy H(P ) by reducing the variance of each element
of the random process Pθ (thus, the variance of each weight
element) and, in the limit where each element has 0 variance,
we obtain the MAP distribution µ.

Secondly, we argue that the mean value of the log-likelihood
is with high probability larger than the prediction error of the
MAP estimate at the minima. This becomes more clear if we
rewrite the mean as
EPθ [− log2 p(Y|X , W ∼ Pθ )] = L∗ P1 + L̄(1 − P1 )

(10)

where L∗ = − log2 p(Y|X , W ∗ ) is the prediction error of the
MAP point estimate, P1 its respective probability of being
sampled and L̄ = EPθ \P1 [− log2 p(Y|X , W ∼ Pθ \ P1 )] the
mean of the prediction errors as taken relative to all the other
point estimates with their respective conjugate probabilities
Pθ \ P1 . Hence, the likelihood of the MAP point estimate is
smaller iff L∗ < L̄. This is likely to be true iff the variance
var(Pθ )→0
of Pθ is sufficiently small4 , since P1 −−−−−−→ 1.
Lastly, minimizing (9) implies minimizing the entropy of
Pθ which implicitly minimizes its variance, thus, pushing the
probability P1 to 1 and minimizing the term L∗ with high
probability.

Hence, conjecture 1 states that if we find an estimator θ∗
that reaches a sufficiently low loss value, then the respective
MAP point hypothesis W ∗ has a lower loss value with high
probability. In the experimental section, we provide evidence
that conjecture 1 holds true.
IV. R ELATED WORK
There is a plethora of literature proposing different techniques and approaches for compressing the weight parameters
of deep neural network [2]. Among them, some have focused
on designing algorithms that sparsify the network structure
[21], [23]–[27]. Others, on reducing the cardinality of the
networks parameters [28]–[33]. And some have proposed
general compression frameworks with the objective to do
both, sparsification and cardinality reduction [12], [22], [34].
Our entropy-constrained minimization objective (3) (and its
continuous relaxation (6)) aims to generalize those works.
Either maximizing sparsity or minimizing the cardinality of
the weight values, both imply minimization of our derived
entropy-term. Moreover, our framework allows learning neural
networks that are neither sparse nor their set of weight values
have low cardinality, but still, require low bit-lengths to
represent them. Thus, our framework is able to learn a larger
set of networks without increasing their complexity.
Other related work have also focused on designing regularizers that lower the implicit information entailed in the
networks parameters, based on minimizing a variational lower
bound objective [19], [20], [35]. Although minimizing the
variational lower bound is also well motivated from a MDL
point of view [36], the resulting coding scheme is often
impractical for real world scenarios. Therefore, [22], [34], [37]
focused on designing suitable priors and posteriors that allow
to apply practical coding schemes on the weight parameters
after the variational lower bound has been minimized. This
4 This argument can be relaxed into P expressing the probability of the
1
set of points Wj near W ∗ , such that their respective loss Lj ≈ L∗ .

includes a final step where a lossless entropy coder is applied
to the network’s parameter as proposed by [12]. Therefore,
their proposed framework does only implicitly minimize the
bit-lengths of the resulting model. In contrast, our entropyconstrained objective (3) explicitly states the bit-size of the
resulting network. Moreover, our continuous entropy term (5)
does not correspond to the minimization of a Kullback-Leibler
term, but to the following cross-entropy term instead
nH(P ) = KL(q(θ)||p(θ)) + H(q(θ))
= Eq(θ) [− log2 p(θ)]
Qn
QK
with q(θ) = Pθ = i Pi and p(θ) = k Pk , where Pi and
Pk are defined as in (4) and (5) respectively. This is again
well motivated from a practical coding point of view. Notice
how the prior p(θ) entails all weight element values in each
Pk , and therefore implicitly takes correlations between them
into account.
Finally, whilst we use similar training techniques for learning discrete neural networks as proposed by [32], [33], they
only focused on learning ternary and binary networks. Hence,
our work can also be seen as a generalization, which allows
for arbitrary cardinality of the discrete set and adds an entropy
term to the cost, which prioritizes non-uniform weight distributions as opposed to the training objectives stated in [32],
[33].
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental setup
In our experiments we chose to parametrize each Pik with
the Gaussian kernel. That is,
Gσi (wi , ωk )
,
Z


wi −ωk 2
1
−1
with Gσi (wi , ωk ) = √ e 2 σi
σi 2π
X
and Z =
Gσi (wi , ωk )
Pik =

(11)

k

with parameters θi = (wi , ωi , σi ), wi ∈ R, ωi ∈ Ω and 0 <
σi ∈ R. We chose a different set of discrete values Ωl for
each layer l, where we denote their respective cardinality as
|Ωl | = Kl ∈ N. Henceforth, we introduce the notation K̄ =
[K0 , K1 , ..., Kl , ..., KL−1 ] in order to specify the cardinality
of each layer. Since each layer has a different set of discrete
values, we calculated the overall entropy of the network as the
sum of the entropies of each individual weight element.
The experiments were performed on the MNIST dataset,
using the LeNet-300-100 and LeNet-5 networks, and on the
CIFAR-10 dataset, using a VGG16 network like architecture
(with 15 layers), referred to as VGG-Cifar-105 . These networks are commonly used to benchmark different compression
methods [12] [21] [22] [37]. We investigated two compression
approaches:
5 http://torch.ch/blog/2015/07/30/cifar.html

1) Direct entropy-constrained training: Starting from a pretrained model, we minimized the Shannon entropy of the
network parameters with the variational entropy-constrained
objective (6) (by applying algorithm 1 to each layer). We
used ADAM [38] as the optimizer with a linearly decaying learning rate. We also linearly increased (from 0 to
up to a number less than 1) the regularization coefficient
α in (6). Afterwards, in the evaluation stage, the network
weights were quantized using the values of the vector Ωl ,
available in the l-th layer. We set their respective initial cardinalities, K̄, as follows: (i) LeNet-300-100, K̄ =
[3, 3, 33], (ii) LeNet-5, K̄ = [5, 5, 33], and (iii) VGG-Cifar-10,
K̄ = [33, 17, 15, 11, 7, 7, 7, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3, 17, 33]. The quantized network performance was monitored with the classification error, compression ratio, and sparsity (calculated on the
weights).
2) Pre-sparsifying the models: Firstly, we sparsified the
networks by applying the sparse variational dropout technique [21]. To this end, the network parameters were initialized
from scratch and ADAM was applied as the optimizer with a
linearly decaying learning rate. Also, we linearly increased the
regularizer of the Kullback-Leibler divergence approximation
during the sparsification stage (from 0 up to a number less than
1). After sparsification, we applied our entropy-constrained
training approach to the neural networks. In this context,
K̄ was defined for each network as: (i) LeNet-300-100,
K̄ = [21, 21, 31], (ii) LeNet-5, K̄ = [17, 17, 31], and (iii)
VGG-Cifar-10, K̄ = [27, .., 27, 33].
Notation remark: Henceforth, we refer to C-model-name
or Q-model-name to either the continuous or quantized model.
Furthermore, ECO refers to models that have been trained
directly under the entropy-constrained objective, whereas with
S+ECO we refer to models that have been a priori sparsified.
For instance, Q-LeNet-5 (S+ECO) refers to the quantized
LeNet-5 model, which has firstly been sparsified and then
trained under the entropy-constrained objective.
B. Verifying conjecture 1
Figs. 3a, 3b and 4 verify some of the arguments stated in
the proof idea of conjecture 1. Firstly, Fig. 3a shows how
the entropy of the quantized model is always lower than the
entropy of the continuous parametrization. Thus, the entropy
of the continuous relaxation is always upper bounding the
entropy of the quantized model. We also confirmed this on
the other architectures.
Secondly, from Fig. 4 we see how the loss automatically
tends to minimize the variance of the continuous probability
distribution during training. This increases the probability of
selecting the quantized model (or close models) during training
and, thus, minimizing its cost value as well.
Lastly, from Fig. 3b we see how indeed, this can result in
the variational classification loss eventually bounding the loss
of the quantized network. We verified a similar trend on the
LeNet-300-100 architecture. In particular, as we predicted, by
comparing figures 4 and 3b we see how the difference between
the variational and the quantized loss converges to the same

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Trend of the average log-likelihood (on the training set)
and entropy of the continuous model and the quantized model
during training of the LeNet-5 architecture. (a) The entropy
of the quantized model is always bounded by the entropy of
the continuous model during the entire training procedure. (b)
The log-likelihood of the quantized model will eventually be
bounded by the average likelihood of the continuous one.
value, as the variance of the continuous probability distribution
becomes smaller.
C. Generalizing sparsity and cardinality reduction
Fig. 5 shows PMDs of the last fully connected layer of the
Q-LeNet-5 (ECO) and Q-LeNet-5 (S+ECO) models after training. Interestingly, directly minimizing the entropy-constrained
objective admits solutions where the resulting weight distribution is not necessarily sparse, neither its cardinality is
particularly lower than at the starting point. In contrast, by
pre-sparsifiying the network, we constrain the set of solutions
to only those which are close to the spike-and-slab distribution.
Nevertheless, from Table I we see that our entropy term
is also strongly encouraging sparsity, since overall we attain
similar pruning results as current state-of-the-art pruning techniques.
D. Network compression
Table I summarizes the achieved compression gains. As we
can see, the results are comparable to the current state-of-theart compression techniques. Interestingly, pre-sparsifying the
VGG network seems to significantly improve its final accuracy.
We believe that this is due to the variance of the continuous
model, which may be too high during the training procedure.
For large deep networks with millions of parameters, such

Fig. 4: Trend of the variance of the continuous probability
distribution during training. Each point shows the mean and
standard deviation of the variance, as taken over all weight
element values of the network. The plots shows how the
network is trying to reduce its variance during training.

Fig. 6: Trend of the classification loss of the VGG architecture
when trained on the CIFAR10 data set. The plot shows how the
continuous loss does not upper bound the quantized loss during
training. This may explain the loss in accuracy performance
in Table I as compared to previous literature. However, we
see a correlation between the variance and the difference on
the loss values, in that lower variance significantly reduces the
difference (see Fig. 4).
TABLE I: Compression gains attained from training the networks under the entropy-constrained minimization objective.
We also compare the results to other compression techniques.

Fig. 5: Probability mass distribution (PMD) of the weight
element values of the last layer of the LeNet-5 model after
training. The PMD of the Q-LeNet-5 (S+ECO) is very sparse.
In contrast, the PMD of the trained Q-LeNet-5 (ECO) architecture is neither sparse nor the cardinality of its values is
particularly low.

as the VGG model, the probability that the quantized model
P1 (or close models to it) is (are) sampled during training
reduces significantly. Consequently, the variational loss value
was not upper bounding the cost of the quantized network
during training, as can be seen in Fig. 6. However, notice that
the variance of the pre-sparsified VGG network is significantly
lower during the entire training procedure (Fig. 4), hence,
closing the gap between the variational and quantized losses,
and consequently, attaining higher accuracies on the quantized
model.
As a side note, we want to stress that the dependency
between P1 and the number of parameters in the network is
not reflected in Fig. 4. Therefore, the comparison between the
variances across architectures is not informative.

|W 6= 0|

Error [ % ]
[%]
| W |
S + ECO
LeNet-300-100
1.80
3.28
LeNet-5
0.90
1.11
VGG-Cifar-10
10.91
6.77
ECO
LeNet-300-100
2.24
4.03
LeNet-5
0.97
1.94
VGG-Cifar-10
14.27
6.90
Deep Compression [12]
LeNet-300-100
1.58
8
LeNet-5
0.74
8
Soft Weight Sharing [37]
LeNet-300-100
1.94
4.3
LeNet-5
0.97
0.5
Sparse Variational Dropout [21]
LeNet-300-100
1.92
1.47
LeNet-5
0.75
0.35
VGG-Cifar-10
7.30
1.53
Bayesian Compression [22]
LeNet-300-100
1.80
2.20
LeNet-5
1.00
0.60
VGG-Cifar-10
9.20
5.50
Model

CR
92
209
71
102
235
95
40
39
64
162
68
280
65
113
771
116

VI. C ONCLUSION
We formalized the task of neural network compression under the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle, which
resulted in an entropy-constrained minimization objective for
training deep neural networks. We argued that this objective
generalizes many of the compression techniques proposed
in the literature, in that it automatically encourages pruning
and cardinality reduction of the weight elements. Lastly, we
showed that our compression framework achieves ×102, ×235

and ×71 compression gains on the LeNet-300-100, LeNet5 and VGG-Cifar-10 networks, respectively, a result that
is comparable to that obtained with current state-of-the-art
compression techniques.
In future work, we will consider improvements to our
method. For instance, we believe that we can attain better
accuracy-compression results by adding regularizers to the loss
that encourage learning network distributions with small variance (since the proper minimization of the discrete objective
loss is guaranteed). Furthermore, we will investigate the use
of entropy-based compression techniques in federated learning
scenarios and for improving the interpretability [39] [40] of
deep models.
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